A full mode analysis system for CLP(H,N) could result from a straightforward combination of the de niteness analysis (developed at U.P.M.) and the freeness analysis (developed at K.U.Leuven). However, the computational complexity of the freeness abstraction, which is due to an exhaustive enumeration of possible dependencies between variables, impedes this. This paper proposes two orthogonal approaches to reduce the size of the freeness abstraction. Using the de niteness information the rst approach splits o the de nite variables and their dependencies without any loss of precision. The second approach retains only basic freeness information { the minimal information { from which a safe approximation of the rest can be reconstructed. The combination of both approaches results in a practical full mode analysis system; to our knowledge this is the rst full mode analysis system for CLP. The optimisations are implemented and timings of the resulting systems show their e ectiveness for a set of benchmark programs.
Introduction
Recently, two applications of abstract interpretation have been developed in the context of Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) : inference of definiteness information 8] and of freeness information 7] . These top-down analyses currently focus on CLP(H,N) programs, in which constraint systems may contain uni cations over the Herbrand domain (H) and numerical constraints over an in nite domain of numbers (N). The de niteness analysis infers whether variables are de nite, i.e. constrained to a unique value.
Put in terms of modes, it derives modes d (de nite) and a (any). The analysis takes into account de nite dependencies between variables in order to perform accurate de niteness propagation. The freeness analysis derives whether variables are free, i.e. whether they can still take any possible value (at least according to their type, e.g. a variable that is constrained to be numerical but still ranges over the complete domain of numbers is considered as free). In terms of modes, the analysis infers modes f (free) and a (any). It keeps track of possible dependencies between variables to take care of non-freeness propagation. The dependency information is also useful to perform constraint shifting (cf. 7] ). It should be noted that the freeness analysis must be extended in order to be useful for constraint specialisation.
More precisely, mode f must be re ned into f u and f n . If a variable X has mode f u it means that X is free and X is either unconstrained or occurs only in constraints of the form X = Y where Y is of mode f u ; X having mode f n means that X is free but possibly appears in a numerical constraint. Only variables with mode f u are useful for specialising constraints to assignments. Re ning the analysis can be done in a straightforward way; the possible dependency information is again essential to propagate the f n mode. In the sequel we concentrate on the original freeness abstraction and its optimisations; the re nement of mode f to f u and f n is orthogonal to it. Example 1.1 Consider the constraint system C = fX = 3; X ? T = 2; Y = Z g. The de niteness analysis infers that C gives rise to the modes X : d, T Several issues arise when developing a practical mode inference system. First of all, the freeness analysis by itself as described in 7] leads to computational problems, both with respect to space and time. The abstract constraint systems tend to become quite large due to an exhaustive enumeration of all possible variable dependencies that are used for non-freeness propagation. In this paper, two ways to compress the abstract constraint system are proposed. A rst approach extracts the dependency information that involves de nite variables from the abstraction and compresses it to the set of de nite variables, without loss of precision. An abstract constraint system is thus split in two parts: one part containing the de nite variables and another part containing information on the non-de nite variables and their dependencies. A second approach to get a more compact freeness abstraction is to keep track of only a minimum of information, rather than representing all information exhaustively. In this case, the compressed abstract constraint system is a safe approximation of the original abstract system. It allows to reconstruct a superset of the original set of variable dependencies. Both approaches are orthogonal, so they can be combined.
Another practical issue is that applying only the freeness or the de niteness analysis does not yield enough information for compiler optimisations (such as transforming constraints into assignments, constraint reordering, etc.). Combining the two analyses does not only allow to compress the freeness abstraction (cf. rst approach mentioned above), but also results in a su ciently powerful mode inference system. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the notations and recalls the basic notions of the freeness abstraction from 7] . Section 3 describes the rst approach to compress the freeness abstraction, making use of de niteness information. In section 4, the second approach to minimise the freeness abstraction is presented. Section 5 shows how both approaches can be combined, yielding a practical mode inference system. The proofs of propositions are omitted due to space limitations. Each approach is implemented within the abstract interpretation system PLAI 14, 15] . A set of benchmarks is analysed with each of the systems; the results are evaluated in section 6. Section 7 concludes and discusses related work.
Preliminaries
In the following we assume familiarity with the standard de nitions and notation for constraint logic programs 3, 4, 10] and abstract interpretation 6]. We assume a set of variables Var An important notion is entailment. The de niteness as well as the freeness analysis keeps track of variable dependencies. These are used to infer how a change in the mode of some variables a ects the mode of others. They are established via the constraints in the program, either directly or through entailment. E.g. the constraint system fX = f (Y ); Y + Z = 3g directly establishes a dependency between X and Y and between Y and Z ; it also entails a dependency between X and Z . Given a constraint system C , unif (C ) and num (C ) respectively denote the conjunctions of all uni cation and all numerical constraints entailed by C . Both unif (C ) and num (C ) have a nite solved form (for the former, it corresponds to the mgu of the uni cations 12]; for the latter, a solved form is described in 13]).
For simplicity, we assume the standard framework of abstract interpretation as de ned in 6]. Abstraction is formalised in terms of a Galois connection, which involves the de nition of a concrete domain (Dom c ; c ), an abstract domain (Dom a ; a ) and an abstraction function (the concretisation function is uniquely determined by as described in 6]).
The concrete domain for each of the considered analyses is (Con C ; ) and consists of sets of satis able constraint systems. In the sequel, an element of Con C is denoted by CS ( D (fC g)) ).
For the freeness analysis, we recall some de nitions of 7] that form the basis for the adaptations to the analysis proposed in the following sections (more details on the domain can be found in 7] ). The abstract domain and abstraction function are denoted (Con F ; F ) and F . The abstract constraint systems in Con F are sets of sets of variables. Each set of variables describes a possible dependency between those variables. In the remainder we use } ; (S) to denote }(S) n f;g, where }(S) is the powerset of a set S. De nition 2.1 (Abstracting a single constraint system) Let C be a satis able constraint system, let = unif (C ) 1 The rst set in the de nition of W yields information on the non-freeness of variables (variables bound to a ground or compound term). The second and third set describe variable dependencies that are established through all possible entailed uni cation constraints, resp. through entailed numerical constraints. The last set indicates dependencies between non-numerical and numerical variables, established through a combination of uni cation constraints and numerical constraints. To de ne the computation on the abstract domain, the abstract interpretation of CLP requires the introduction of two basic abstract operations:
abstract conjunction: to enable the addition of an abstract constraint system to an accumulated abstract constraint system (corresponds to abstract uni cation in the context of LP); abstract projection: to enable the projection of an abstract constraint system onto a given set of variables.
De nition 2. De nition 2.6 (Abstract projection)
Given an abstract constraint system AC , the abstract projection of AC on V Var is de ned as AC j V = fS 2 AC j S V g.
Other operations, such as procedure-entry and procedure-exit as required in the framework of 1], are easily expressed in terms of the above operations.
As an example, we show the results of the freeness analysis for the sumlist/2 program with initial call pattern sumlist(a; f). The The freeness abstraction explicitly enumerates all possible dependencies between variables, even dependencies that can be obtained by combination (union) of others. The latter are called non-minimal dependencies. The abstract conjunction bene ts from the explicit enumeration because it must consider all possible combinations. Also note that, although F (fC g) is closed under union, an abstract constraint system is not necessarily closed in general, e.g. the least upper bound operation can compute non-closed abstract systems. Having non-closed (exhaustive) abstract systems therefore contributes to the expressive power and precision of the analysis. However, the abstraction is quite space and time consuming. A way to reduce its size is to retain only minimal sets in the abstraction. If all abstract systems were closed under union, this could be done without loss of precision/expressivity. 
De nition 4.4 (F m abstract domain)
The abstract domain is Con F m = fAC 2Con F j AC is minimal g. Given a constraint system C , it is not easy to compute minimal abstractions directly (without rst computing F (fC g)). However, in De nition 2.1 we have F (fC g) = close(W ); so only W has to be computed, i.e. F m (fC g) = min(W ) (note: W is not necessarily minimal !). For a constraint system C consisting of only one constraint, F m (fC g) can be computed directly as follows 3 :
1. X = Y with X and Y being variables ) F m (ffX = Y gg) = ffX; Y gg; 2. X = t with t a Herbrand term that is not a variable ) F m (ffX = tgg) = ffXgg ffX; Y g j Y 2 vars(t)g; 3. a 1 X 1 +: : :+a n X n OP b with OP 2 f=; 6 =; <; g, a 1 ; : : :; a n ; b being numbers (a i 6 = 0 for i in 1::n) and X 1 ; : : :; X n variables ) F m (ffa 1 X 1 + : : : + a n X n OP bgg) = ffX 1 ; : : :; X n gg. Figure 2 illustrates the relation between the F and the F m abstraction. Let F 2 Con F , F m 2 Con F m and F m = min(F). Closing the F m abstraction yields an upper approximation of the F abstraction, i.e. F F close(F m ).
The order relation F m is de ned in the same way as F (De nition 2.4). The least upper bound is de ned as follows : 3 Programs are assumed to be normalised, i.e. all constraints are of the form X = Y or X = t with t 2 T( A ; Var) and t is not a variable (for uni cations) or a1X1 + : : : + anXn OP b with OP 2f=;6 =; <; g (for numerical constraints). The di erent analysers have been run on a set of benchmarks listed in Table 1 , which indicates also the number of clauses and the total number of variables (sum of the number of variables in the clauses). Table 2 shows the timings obtained on a SUN Sparc 2 (SICStus 2.1, fastcode) for the di erent abstractions; \OOM" stands for \Out Of Memory". The speed of the analysers is compared in Table 3 . Each gure gives the percentage of time taken by an optimised analysis with respect to the weaker analysis it is compared to; \Inf" indicates that the optimised analysis is de nitely better than the weaker one, since the latter did not give a result. The gures show that the presented optimisations yield a substantial speed-up and result in a practical mode analysis system. A more careful look allows to distinguish di erent classes of inputs (i.e. programs and associated call patterns). For inputs that from the start give rise to a lot of de nite variables and related dependencies (e.g. sumlist, laplace, vec-mat, dnf), especially the rst approach pays o , i.e. splitting o the de nite part and thereby almost completely reducing the freeness part. Other inputs (e.g. trapezoid, sendmm, rectangle, power, mining) do not allow to infer much de nite information or infer it only towards the end of the program; they establish large sets of possible dependencies. In that case, the minimising approach (F m ) is the e ective one. For any input, combining the optimisations results in an e cient analysis compared to separately running the de niteness and freeness analyser (cf. Column 7) : the speed-up is at least 57 %. Only the result for mining in Column 4 (concerning the DF m abstraction) and the results for rectangle in Columns 1 and 2 (concerning the DF abstraction) need some further explanation. In those cases, the definiteness analysis performs more iterations before reaching its xpoint than the freeness analysis. When combining the two, the DF or DF m analysis has to perform at least as many iterations as the de niteness analysis, however now not only computing the de nite part but also taking into account the (reduced) freeness part. If the latter is still quite large after splitting o the de nite information, the overhead of the extra iterations outweighs the e ect of reducing the freeness part. For most inputs, the analysers derive precise information. For the given benchmarks, the F m and DF m abstractions derive the same freeness information as the F and DF abstractions (it is only represented in a more compact form); so no information is lost there by minimising the abstract constraint systems. The reason is that in these programs (in fact, this can be generalised to most \real" programs) the same dependencies are created in all clauses de ning a predicate. However, precision can still be improved with respect to the treatment of non-linear numerical constraints (now abstracted by taking the powerset of the variables occurring in the constraint).
Conclusion and related work
Starting from an existing freeness abstraction for CLP programs 7], we have presented two orthogonal approaches for space/time optimisation. The rst one uses de niteness information 8] to obtain more compact abstract constraint systems, while maintaining the precision of the original freeness abstraction. Moreover, it leads to a full mode inference system (deriving modes d, f and a); to our knowledge, this is the rst full mode system for CLP. The second approach allows to compress the abstract system by keeping track only of the minimal information, from which the rest can be reconstructed. This compaction may cause some loss of precision (although this is not the case for all of the benchmarks that have been considered so far). Combining the two approaches results in an e cient and practical mode inference system, as shown by the benchmark timings. The obtained information is precise for most programs occurring in practice.
The paper 5] describes an approach for combining domains (applied in 2]) that does not change the abstractions and keeps the original components of the basic operations. During analysis, interactions occur to re ne the abstractions. This results in a precise combined analysis, in particular when the analyses being composed contain a su cient degree of \overlap-ping" information. Our approach is di erent in the sense that the freeness abstraction is rede ned in terms of the D and F components, yielding a more e cient but equivalent freeness abstraction. The D component is an integral part of the DF abstraction. For the DF abstraction, new de nitions have to be given in terms of the D and F components. However, it is possible to retain important basic operations such as F .
Further work consists of improving the abstraction of disequations and inequalities and of non-linear constraints. One issue is to deal with the delay of non-linear constraints in practical CLP systems. In 9], a method is described to detect whether non-linear constraints eventually become linear, based on de niteness information (closely related to the de niteness analysis of 8]). For our freeness analysis, dealing with possible dependencies, it is necessary to detect when exactly non-linear constraints may possibly wake up, based on possible non-freeness information. Once a non-linear constraint may have become linear, it has to be abstracted in the appropriate way. The following example shows that this is not an easy problem. Consider the non- 
